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THE KINDS OF VERB IONS IN TERMS OF STRUCTURE
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ABSTRACT
This paper introduces the verb with its three kinds in the Persian language, in the beginning I define the word
(verb), and after that I will differentiate between the verb and its three parties (simple, compound, and the past) and after
that I will explain the hallmarks for every section and how to differentiate between the verb and its and his previous kinds.

KEYWORDS: Simple Verb, Compound Verb, Ability for Extension
INTRODUCTION
BASIC DEFINITIONS AND BACKGROUND
The Verb
Its Definition: What is indicated in the same sense that is associated with the same one of the three times?
The word is taken from the events of the names of any sources.
The verb is the verb ion and in the grammar a word shown to induce and it's tense and it's plural: Verbs.
And the verb in the Persian language in the terms of structure to three kinds: simple verb, compound verb, and the
mark was explained (Kheyam Bour) the compound verb and he specialized from the descriptive and semantic hand,
and I consider the past tense a branch from the compound verb, and the complicated verb considered to be a verb that
created from the past tense or a name, and in another Pronounce it is a verb that consists of two pronounces but he has one
concept.
For example the first kind:
Table 1
 ر،َد
َج
َل
، َو

come back
went
went down
stand

)

زر
در ر
ور

From the examples of the second kind:
Table 2
َ َط
 َرب، َ
"# أ
()!*+ ا،&' ﱠ
.* ا
01+

request)
Fought, made war
Slow down
Smell, breath
won
fall down

د
ط
! َـ د
در َـ د
 دد
/
رد- 234ز
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As we see every example of the second kind consists of two words, the first of them is in the place of previous
exhaust which shall be added to the formulation of the verb but these two pronounces doesn't have more than one
definition, and that because definition of each pronounce separately wasn't meant. For this reason the meanings of this
color of verbs are often expressed in some languages with simple verbs, as in this examples:
Table 3
Contrast
in French
Regareder
"# أ
()!*+ ا،&' ﱠ
.* ا
01+
Pleurer
Croire
Ecouter

Contrast in
English
Sight
Slow down
Smell, breath
won
fall down
crying
Doubt
Listenening

The Persian
Verb
ً ه دن
در َـ د
 دد
/
رد- 234ز
َ ) دن
َ
(
( ن دن ) ا
!ش دادن

The doctor Bateny said about the compound verb in his book, "The compound verbs considered one unit in terms
of significance and meaning, it is in terms of morphological structure considered as two parties. It has two different colors
from behavior. The verb " "" 23*56

(Deceiving) for example is equal from the t terms of meaning for the verb ،" دادن6 "

able to be classified – from the morphological term – into two parties; the first part

6 " may be a center for a nominal,

it comes in its imp verb continued its related; because the first part of this compound verbs able to be used in the form of
nominal group. Thus both of the first and the second part – from the classification term and the morphological
class – doesn't belong to one class. As an example in the sentence "to" " دادى6

 او را- "

( وا ;َا1) :ً 3 ر-4
(you deceived him) named as the non verb first l part in it "completion". And that martyrdom true of all Persian
compound verbs
However, and regardless of the opinions that we mentioned above, and for looking for the prevailing opinion and
it can filter the type of verb from the structure originally by looking as its root in the present (the main subject for it).
Based on that if it was the root of the verb in the present simple
(( وا ;َا2) :ً 3 ر-4 )أى
This verb considered to be simple, and if it the root of the verb in present content of its past, then we called that
verb the past, and if we found the root of present for the verb is compound, then the verb that time is compound,
for example
-( :+ ; ن- 6) ;' ;ه ';ه3!' (May be heard ) it's root in present is "-!'"(the root of verb consist of its past) – the verb
has past.
Execution (; د- ده

( )ا ;امhad been executed): it's root in present is "2 ("ا ;امthe root of the compound verb)

– the compound verb.

.?3 ا
.?3 ا

? إ53ظ- م-1  و،B!C4 /> ?6-D>  و ;ةDF أ:&3 ر-:>(ا1)
? إ53ظ- م-1  و،B!C4 /> ?6-D>  و ;ةDF أ:&3 ر-:>(ا2)
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•

The past verbs comes through installing one of the precedents (a, …..) With the past tense. Of course this
installation gives the verb a new, often new meaning, in other times the simple verb meaning stay as it is without
changing, the verb in all conditions – a past tense for example
Table 4
B

B1>أ
BG ،B! أ
3D ، دار، رF
د
أ
B ;*+ا
ر
ر

ا ;ا
ا ;ا
)
) ز
; ا; ا- ا
'ا ا
'ا ا

Throw
fall out
Tour
Back
Read, call
Recall
raise
raise
Table 5

B.  أ،;
B.  أ،;
•

counted
counted

 د:'
 د:'

As we mentioned previously, the ruling of the verb must be in sentence ; because the one verb may be subject to
many and different conditions from sentence to another

•

The history of verbs of such as appendages derivative- as we mentioned previously – has two kinds:
The First Kind: Pluses morphological; and that which changes of class of morphological following the affection

of its installation (created to rank)
The Second Kind: Pluses derivative; and that it doesn't change the morphological class after its installation
(consisting of the word).
According to that, the past of the verbs are growth derivatives.
•

Determining the compound verb and its recognition is the most difficult and complicated things that is related to
the structure of the verb, that is because it is always been doubt for determining for the inherit word of the verb;
Is it a part of this verb ? For that here is the following standards:

o

Ability of the inherit word of the verb for extending (it means that it accepts follower recently – in its end – also
the plural mark or, the indefinite mark, or the mark.

o

Ability of the grammatical analysis (meaning the ability for the following locations ascribed to it debutante,
predicate, complement, attribute, constraint, wildcard, advocated).
Or in another statement: If there is doubt around one of the sentence about the pervious word of the verb;

is it considered a part from this verb or not; (with the meaning: is this verb compound or simple?), let the word before the
verb be examined, and see if this word accept in the sentence itself – extension, And if it accepts a grammatical analysis,
or not? . If the answer proved, this is a reference that this word is not a part from the verb, and that this verb considered
simple. And in other this state the verb will be compound.
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Example 1
(( "او ﺤرف ﻤﻰ زﻨد" )إﻨﻪ ﻴﺘﺤدثhe is speaking). The word" ﺤرفLetter" here is able for extension and widening, we can

say for example : "او ﺤرف ﺨوﺒﻰ ﻤﻰ زﻨد" )إﻨﻪ ﻴﺘﺤدث ﺒﻜﻼم

،(( طﻴبhe is speaking with kind words), or we can say

( ﺒﻜﻼم ﻜﺜﻴر( "او ﺤرف ﻫﺎ ﻤﻰ زﻨد" )إﻨﻪ ﻴﺘﺤدثhe is speaking too much.
Also the word "Letter" "ف

"has grammatical analysis in the sentence (the location of the site). The conclusion

from these two that the verb of this sentence not ف

" " ;  زB4, but the verb of the sentence is ";  زB4"only.

Given that because the root of the present for this verb consists of one " 23 -4" ( )زنit is then the verb ";  زB4"
simple not compound.
•

Example 2
"Americian

sedam

ra

execution

( 4ً  ّ;اF

ن-3 6 4Jا

)أ ;م

"; د

ا ;ام

را

;امF

 ن36 6 4""آ

(The Americans executed Sadam), here we find that the word "Execution" ""ا ;امnot able to be extend, and not having any
grammatical analysis in the sentence. The word "Execution" ""ا ;امthen is a part of the verb. When the root of the verb in
the present is compound (Execution) ،(2  )ا ;ام, we consider the verb itself compound.
•

Note
This test which we need to know from it if the non verb ual element is able to be extend or not, it must be conduct

in the sentence itself that we studying, not in another sentence ? And not in isolation from wholesale.
•

"Sadam people besyari ra execution kerd"( ا>! س24  ًا3N

;امF د" )أ ;م

 رى را ا ;ام3L

;ام ا ادF"

(Sadam had exceuted a lot of people). If we said "Sadam people besyari ra execution hakerd"  رى را3L ;ام ا ادF"
"د
•

 ا ;ام ھthis is wrong. The verb will be (د

( )ا ;امExecution) then it is a compound verb.

"Sadam dar arak execution " ( اقC> اQ ? إ ;ام3 :C ;امF د" ) م

ق ا ;ام

;ام درF"(sadam made an execution process

in Iraq) and if we said "Sadam dar Iraq execution ha kerd"" اقC> اB  ت إ ;ام3 :C ;امF د" ) م

اق ا ;ام ھ

;ام درF"

(sadam made execution processes in Iraq) it was right then, the verb () دis simple then.
Of course it seems that the standard "ability for extension" can't be described with Inclusiveness and briefing ;
that because that we chance a lot to find the verb – in the same time that the verb is compound – combined with a word is
able to extend – and that at .(B U6 5#>د" ) ن ا

B4 S6

ST " (The baby was crying). The verb for example B4 ;6;'  ىS6

ST "

(? Wُ B U6 5#>( " د" ) ن اthe baby was crying too much.
It is worth mentioning here that it is impossible that we consider that for the concept of meaning business in this
condition ; because when we study the kind of verb from which "wording and structure" there is no place for proving.
Then it is not right to consider that the verb here is compound depending on that it is: the verb and the word combining
with it has the same meaning in the sentence. "
•

The verbs that consists of "additional letter + name" or char verb er + verb" (it means the collective verbs),
it considered compound verbs, for example (;6;W> ا24 ً ا3N B!U:> اB ;مX*+; ا1>) "د

 ردS  دى6 ز2 آھ، ن:* + "او در,

(he uses a lot of iron in the building).
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•

The hiding meaning considered – from which the verb structure – one compound verb, at:"
(he is given by the people by deception) (? 3W> S!  ﱡد ا>! س6 S  !;" )إB4 + S

•

+ دم را د4 ) "او.

The compound verbs considered one unit from which the verb structure, but it constitutes more than unit from
which the morphological structure. As example the verb ;! B4 ( " رwork) in one unit (compound verb) from
which the structure and verb ual wording, also it there is two words from which the morphological structure and
wording (the unit of language) .;! B4 + ر

•

The compound verb has four kinds:

•

Non verb verb + verb ual verb : " (crying.(B ) "د

•

The hiding meaning statements: " (given by deception)..(? 3W>  د6) ";! B4 + S

•

The verb ual statements: additional letter + name + verb ual element : (;! ) ""از رو ( ا * د

•

Additional letter + name + pervious verb: "azba dor aword" (weak, kill.) "

S6 .)
+"د

.( * ، CZاز در آورد" )أ
Methods to Differentiate between the Compound and the Simple Verb
There is a lot of methods to differentiate between the compound and the simple verb, and every one of these
methods useful and serviceable, that it can't be considered any one of them collective and preventive, before we mention
these methods we shall pay your attention for an important thing:
The verb must be suit in the sentence, it should never study in isolation of its sentence; the verb may be simple in
a sentence, but the verb itself considered compound in another sentence, according to its combination with different parts
and elements. As example the verb ( : ، !F) "( " " دmake, do) in the following sentences :

.(ﺒﻴﻤﺎرى او ار ﻀﻌﻴف ﻜرد" )أﻨﻬﻜﻪ اﻝﻤرض( – )ﻓﻌل ﺒﺴﻴط
4

Weakened by disease - (simple verb) (

C ) -( 4J S16;F

; ذ1>) "د

 د آورى6 [*+ دوS ع را-Z-4 " او

(hi 've mentioned his friend about it) - (composite verb).
As well as the verb (^ " )أ
the

phrase:

(` > اB

;: أ

aU1>ا>) ط? ا

sense:"(ن
"( B

،(SU3.

و

&L)

1>" )أ

;ريF

. آورد" )ا ^ او

" "(take) in the phrase:" (;رىF  قZ) "

 قZ)

_ دزد را3
";'

[1

;: "ا

(extradite

Ahmad

(police arrested the thief.) The verb" "

23 :b

(narrowed

+" دIn the second phrase means "

".(aU1> اB1>د" )أ

verb "" (arrested)

را

"

&>(" "دfed my chest) differs from it in

my

chest

and

share),

or

in

the

phrase:

" "in the first sentence in the
sadness),

while

the

verb

" " " (taking or earned), while in the third sentence, the

3 *+"د

From these examples, we note that these verb s carry semantic differences (significant) among them, nor is verb
ually one. The verb"

" "craft" in the first sentence is verb ually necessary, : while transitive verb is in effect for the last

two sentences.
In the morphological and grammatical rules based on the structural locate the word and meaning of that word
associated with other words relationship called horizontal or structural relationship. For example:
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•

"" (my head hit a rock.( ةX. B+ رأ4;#Fرد" )ا- ! ـ+ S  م+".)

•

"" (Naspeny robe.(S -d B!U+ ) "رد- 24 S [+ U>")

•

"(drinking baby milk.(2U > ا5#>رد" )' ب ا-

3' د ـ- ")

In sentence number(A) (رد- ! ـ+ S  م+) "relatted verb "رد- " for each of the words " ( TW>! ـ" )ا+" و،( " )ا> أس+""
(the head), "(stone) has made the verb verb ually a composite hidden At the wholesale number" B "we find that the verb
"رد- "conjugation" with the word (ب-d) " سU>""dress" (dress) has founded verb ually transgressor to a simple integral, so
the verb here really simple sense ". (fit). No. As in the sentence," C ", the verb "رد- conjugation" the words: 3' "(milk),"
د ـ- " (the child) to make a simple reverb ion to the effect of the transgressor. " (;" )' ب3'- "" meaning: "(drink), you get
the significance of this tries

SUGGESTED METHODS TO DISTINGUISH SIMPLE AND COMPOUND VERB
•

Quad parts in sentences containing object and integral, if signed by the verb or the name of the recipe, this fverb
did not verb before him and integral effect, then surely it is, then - with the verb ual - verb ually one boat.
For example:

•

"" (Ahmed borrowed money from me).( ل:> اB!4 ;: " )ا * ض أ

 ض24 ل را از- ;:  " أ.

Verb ive object integral composite verb
•

"(Hala chose to name her son Youssuf).( +-6 &+ ا/! f S> د )ا * رت ھ

 بX*  ش اL6 را اى

+-6  مS> ھ

L by the integral composite verb
•

"(thief stole money from the bank)
(h!U> ا24 ال-4J ق ا> ` ا+) "د-:

+ h ل ھ را از-  رق+"

Composite verb
•

Quad parts in sentences containing complementary and footboard, or its effect on the armrest, so if it is not the
non-morphological (primary) site is located in a complementary or Missned, then surely it would be part of the
verb ive compound; This is about:

•

";  دB4 ان م- / ان-! S Q> ى و6ر-  د م از4 "
4 C ;!L4 ? Zف إ

? -:T4 &:*4 *;أU4

.( ل# J " ; اB> ى و6ر- ^ ون6 ) ن ا>! س
Tyro integral set datum add a composite verb people remember as one of the heroes gone)
•

(ً i

S*!!دم" ) ! ُ ; ظ- ده

( $ )&
•

$

ن:

 اورا24 "

'&!ل$  أ#$

Phrases hidden inclusions, to do if every one of its constituent parts has a special meaning is quite different from
the general meaning of the term, kidney, these phrases are then always verb a boat. Such as:
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(I thought I had a reasonable person)
Tyro integral composite verb 4 - susceptibility to the effect of: If he came in by the combined effect of wholesale
the verb part be the highest compound nor inevitable. Such as
("Ahmad read this book.(; ھ^ا ا> * ب: د" ) أ أ

SC> #4  * ب را26; ا: " ا.)

(The thief stole the money)
.(ال-4J ق ا> ` ا+ ) " د-:

+ ل ھ را- " دزد

("Biting an apple)
.(? 5*>& اG ) " را ز زد3+ " أو
("Hussein called for freedom)
(?6 W> 23L  د زد" ) دى6

 راB  آزاد23L "

"(Fittest mechanical car)
.( رة3L> اQ 3 3:> اj Fد" )أ

3:C  را3U4-  ـ ا3 4 "

(I've cheated his friend.)
.( S16;F ; ;ع1>) "  داد6

*[ را+" او دو

However, in these kinds of sentences the verb associated with the descriptive part verb simple, and be part of the
previous like (Ahmed this book beautiful)
.(; ھ^ا ا> * ب:  أ2ّ6د" )ز

S*+ * ب را آرا26; ا: "ا

"Squandered money thief.(ال-4Jد" ;د ا> ` ا-: ل ھ را ره- )" دزد
(Make a quick car mechanic)
.(?C6 +  رة3L> اQ 3 3:> اC ) "د
•

 را !;رو3U4-  اh3 4"

Be a verb meaning "(make)( C ) ";  " دا: If we can replace by wholesale verb" (make)( C ) ";  " داso that does
not change meaning of the sentence, then the verb decidedly simple, and be part of the previous "document";
towards:
.(_ T:>ا

)> اk/ د" ) دا ;( )أ-: م

 _ راT4 ،

'"

 ھ راS!

 ن-"ط

("Council exhilarating poet)
.(ت-3U> ا3L>ب ا

) (; د" )= دا

اب

"(Torrent ruined houses)
Rest
Tyro object datum verb
)&

$

'&!ل$  أ#$ د

* و$ +

$

او
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(ً i

S*!!) ! ُ ; ظ

(I thought I had a reasonable person)
•

ّ " )أk3( ""ھany) before the non- morphological (basic) and
Negative of verb, and the addition of the word (ى
increasing J at the end: If Khamrna doubt as well as in verb as simple or compound, should we exiled, and add the
word" irritated " by the non- morphological, beyond, the reported wholesale simple verb meaning no doubt,
but it was a boat ; such as
(زه-  وS T

 أ24 ً;ا/ ;: د ") ^ل أ

شi د-  وزى3 ; اى: أ

" "(Ahmad exert effort for success and victory).
Effect by the simple verb
If we were rejected previous sentence:
(S T

 أ24 ;/ ; أى: ^ل أU6 &>) "د

B'i k3د ھ-  وزى3 ; اى: " ا

(" "Ahmad did not make any effort to success). We see that the standard extension capability (ability of) exist
over here, where he came of (the letter Z) after the word ،(;/ ) "شi "" Evanescence " (effort), as well as the reported
sentence makes perfect sense and common usage.
In the following sentence: "( ُ ا>;رس: C ;1>) "&*
."&*

 دى6 k3"را ھIt is." PE.YN the verb " "&*

 د6  درس را24" " (I've learned my lesson), we cannot say : "م درس

 د6"" verb

It is draw attention that it should not limit the use of Checked susceptibility to follow (for an extension) installed
on formulas only. If it was already installed in its compound, it must remain in its compound also exiled in other formulas
should not be forgotten that the compound verb, which is the source of his compound, which is the root user similarity
Authority vehicle as well.
•

Susceptibility to Replace : We can, in some cases to replace the verb result of another that has the same meaning;
example:

•

" " (Ahmad speaking good words)
( 6 م ظi ;: ;ث أW ) "  زدBU>

•

;: ا

" (Ahmad spoke words good)
.( 6 م ظi ;: ;ث أW ) " 5 BU>

•

ف

ف

;: ا

BU>

ف

" (Ahmad spoke words good. )
.( 6 م ظi ;: ;ث أW ) "ن آورد

We see that the two verbs: " "ز ن آورد

;: "ا
" و،" 5 "" are equal to the verb " زد," the same meaning. And then have

the verb "  " زدin the sentence number "A" really simple (although we have entered this - somewhat - in the concept of
semantic. (Another example: a) " (i've talked with me)
.(.&$  ث01 23 ) " د

#, -$ $

" او
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•

" (I've made a speech with me).
.(.&$ 6 0  م7 23 ) "  م داد5  ا#, -$ $

او

The verb " " "" دin the sentence number "A" is the same meaning of the verb" م داد5  ا," shall be deemed verb
ually simple. Just as the verb meaning "()&( " دا " )ﺟMaking ",( = ر: )= ُ ْ ( )أي،" 9 "

(ie: become), it is

(asking for Holder), so the verb (verb) If the sense (the ()& ) "" د..., completed), it is then always, simple and transgressor
to effect it, and it is the former (whether they are a name or description) effect of the sentence.
Another example:
•

" (Ahmad swear to right)
(ً >

•

"!رد

!

, "أ

" (Ahmad swear to right)
.( ً >

•

, ? أ7)أ

, ? أ7د ")أ

د

!

," ا

("Ahmad swear to right)
.( ً >

, ? أ7ﺟ ى آورد " )أ

!

,ا

The verb " . "" !رد," came the sense of : "،" " ﺟ ى آوردand "د
"" !

 "" دIt is a simple verb, and the longer the word

(section) effect of that verb.
General what happens mixing between the site effect in addition to the verb and its accompanying verb between

the boat. In the sense that the student is located in the thought that the effect of a sentence is the highest part or descriptive
(basic) of the verb, and this is the wrong place. If we cannot - using the base substitution and equal sense - that we consider
the developed part by the effect of the verb, the verb, which verb will be with us a boat. In some cases, too - but for
scarcity - be fleecing Advanced complementary to the name; manner:
.(رضE ا.FG )'H3 اI2 ) "> ا د$ز

!رد" = " !د ـ

>$ز

!رد" = " !د ـ

>$"" !د ـ ز

(The baby fell on the ground.) The verb""" " !ردsimple, and the word" (رضE> " )ا$("زEarth) at the site of
complement, has been deleted appearance to its presumed meaning.
As a whole: it has to be - in order to distinguish simple verb for the boat - three issues of concern:
•

Taking into Account the Standard Morphological: The sense that the use of the base susceptibility to replace.
In other words: we can put other appropriate verb ions in the position of the verb, which we are considering, as
well as other examples that come instead of the non-or morphological basis (whether a name or description)

•

Example
(It made me tired د

S*L  ا4 )" او

(Poor, tired  رهT3 )
(Asphyxiation S*5 .)
(Incapacitatedان- )
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(Debtor وض14 .)
If the content of the replacement missed and come up with other examples do not make meaningless sentence,
the verb, which we then be simple. If it was a composite of what we can do to change the previous, (nominal and verb ual)
in the composite verb is indivisible, and not be subject to separate them, and do not replaceable( روى دادBX> ?d) د
Example: "(an accident bitten).
It is not possible to come instead of" "any word last maintains the meaning of the sentence and its implications,
except in one case, which is also the word" face) "رخ, this is the term used is the word" Roy " in this sentence alike.
Shall be done permission a boat
•

Taking into account the standard grammar: (ability to verb earlier part of the site Bedouin, and its ability to
follow).

•

Taking into account the standard voice: the use of any verb ors, quietly and in determining the simplicity of the
verb or installed. If we can do or stop by the earlier part of the verb, it would be a simple verb undoubtedly.
In order to understand how to play or stop quietly role in determining the simplicity of the verb or installed we
will use a simple approach and scientifically ; site mean the use of dependency (repetitions)
("simple verb) (( – ) د. #&1 أ. #&1 أ23) "  ره5> د
-( ُ 1

 أ..M ) ُت

 أ23) "اب

دم

اب

راK>ﺟ

 ره5>  ا$ او
 ھ$

(I've ruined everything spoiled ..) –
(: simple verb.) ) دم
Had a compound verb what we can never repeat that part of it after the verb. At the foundation at the site of the
dependency Missed, who repeated after the verb and which concludes the sentence, and must be beyond Anthill of silence
and fully. The compound in the verb, this is not possible; towards:
("  روى. ى ى دادO د, Bad event has occurred) - ( : a composite verb. )
(

. " در ـHe does not understand me (-) : a composite verb. )

Another word; is that the names and attributes of animate it added competent and who have complementary, it not
at all used in the formulation of the compound verb.

CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented the verb with its three kinds in the Persian language, in the beginning I define the word
(verb), and after that this paper differentiated between the verb and its three parties (simple, compound, and the past) and
after that I will explain the hallmarks for every section and how to differentiate between the verb and its and his previous
kinds.
In this paper we introduced methods to differentiate between the compound and the simple verb and as well some
suggested methods to distinguish simple and compound verb.
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